Stefan,
Thank you for challenging my thinking about the contemporary role of intuition in design and especially in health care design where the arbitrary and subjective must be given particularly careful scrutiny. You make an interesting and reasonably convincing case that some intuitive contributions to design may very well be the equivalent of a design hypothesis. That is a wonderful thought and a great insight! I consider you a friend, respect the exceptional quality of your design work, and have thoroughly enjoyed our previous discussions. I am pleased that you have brought one of our discussion topics to the readers of HERD.
You have provided a great example from the project at Ö stra, which leads me down the path of some new thinking. You have described a process in which the architect's intuitive contributions were subjected to serious query and response from subject matter experts. I now see that process as falling somewhere on a continuum from totally rational and informed by credible research at one extreme, to totally arbitrary and without reference to anything but individual aesthetic judgment on the other extreme. Surely the process you describe falls somewhere between the two and helps me imagine a project as occurring somewhere along such a continuum, rather than as an either/or choice of rational versus arbitrary. This is helpful for me and advances my thinking about the issue of striking a balance. Your sensible description of intuitive proposals from experienced architects, and vetted by the experts who must use the facility, is not as frightening as the caricature of the egotistical architect insisting on a personal aesthetic whimsy. Perhaps I overstate my case while you bring it closer to practical reality.
I especially like your observation that the rational and romantic may be on a pendulum that swings back and forth from one era to another. I suppose I have bemoaned the arbitrary and find myself trying to push the pendulum further toward the rational, and I enjoy observing you push it back toward the intuitive. Maybe there is a place where the balance between us will better serve the majority of serious practitioners.
Your argument in support of the power of thoughtful intuition, challenged by interested users, is convincing. I'm afraid, however, that I'm still not as ready as you to totally commit to intuition. I fear that on this side of the Atlantic, we have all too often seen poor results from arbitrary, subjective, and intuitive decisions. You ask whether I could have written ''An intuitive decision is mostly a good decision,'' but I will continue to stand by ''An intuitive decision need not be a poor decision.'' Maybe you could accept the middle ground in ''A carefully examined and tested intuitive decision will most often be a good decision.'' 
D. Kirk Hamilton

